HIV VACCINES: MYTHS AND FACTS

It is IMPOSSIBLE for someone to get HIV from a study HIV
vaccine, because these study vaccines do not contain real
HIV. Some vaccines, like those for typhoid or polio, may
contain a weak form of the virus they are protecting
against, but this is not the case for HIV vaccines. Scientists
make some HIV vaccines to look like the real virus, but
they do not contain any HIV.

To learn more or join a study:
www.bwhvaxx.org
vaccines@bwh.harvard.edu
978-VACCINE (822-2463)
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You might be the perfect volunteer! Our clinic at Brigham
and Women’s Hospital performs preventive vaccine trials,
so volunteers must be HIV-negative.
You do not have to be a certain “type” to join an HIV vaccine trial. In the past twenty-five years, over thirty thousand volunteers of all races, genders and sexual orientations have joined HIV vaccine studies worldwide.

It’s true that the pill Truvada (also called pre-exposure
prophylaxis/PrEP) is very effective at reducing rates of
HIV infection. Treatment for people living with HIV (called
antiretroviral therapy/ART) is also so much better than
when the HIV/AIDS epidemic started.
However, both PrEP and ART are not for everyone, because
the pills are expensive, may cause side effects, and are not
accessible everywhere in the world. A vaccine is still the
most effective, affordable, and practical option.

HIV is a powerful opponent, but scientists become more
knowledgeable about how to fight it every day. In just the
past few years, a vaccine study in Thailand showed about
a 30% reduction in HIV infection rates. Also, a new “broadly neutralizing antibody” called VRCO1 looks remarkably
promising in the laboratory. Efficacy studies on this antibody are happening in Boston and around the world right
now.
The AIDS epidemic began about 30 years ago, and science has
come a long way since then. This timeline is not surprising:
in comparison, it took 47 years to develop the polio vaccine!

Text adapted from: “HIV Vaccine Myths and Facts.” HIV Vaccine Trials Network. Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center: Seattle, WA. 2018.

“HIV VACCINE STUDIES MAKE
YOU GET HIV.”

“I DON’T HAVE HIV, AND I’M NOT
PARTICULARLY LIKELY TO GET IT,
SO THESE STUDIES AREN’T FOR
ME.”

“WE DON’T NEED AN HIV
VACCINE ANYMORE BECAUSE
PILLS ARE SO GOOD AT
PREVENTING INFECTION. PLUS,
HIV IS a MANAGEABLE DISEASE
NOW, LIKE DIABETES.”

“PEOPLE HAVE BEEN TRYING TO
MAKE AN HIV VACCINE SINCE THE
1980S. IT JUST ISN’T POSSIBLE.”

